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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

This issue of the Bulletin is reaching you as I am breaking myself into the responsibilities and activities of the CEAL Chair. My being able to serve in this capacity is a great honor bestowed upon me by you fellow CEAL members and through your kind support. I wish to thank you once again and at the same time express my request for your continuous advice and help.

For your information, I am mentioning below two Task Forces which have been recently formed to address some of our more urgent concerns:

Task Force for Review of CEAL Procedures Regarding Nominations and Elections:

Min-chih Chou, Cornell
Maureen H Donovan, Ohio State
Richard C. Howard, Library of Congress, Chair
Sungha Kim, Harvard
Kenneth Klein, University of Southern California

Task Force for Annual Review and survey of Library Resources:

Eugene Chai, Columbia
Min-chih Chou, Cornell, Chair
Edward Martinique, North Carolina
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